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Bitcoin slot machine games are not a rarity. Still, finding crypto slots of high quality and optimal

volatility is challenging. Is there a crypto slots casino with the best games? Find here!

If you're thinking about how difficult it is to fund casino accounts online - and how traditional

banking methods take days - don't worry. You could get a fare to Las Vegas and experience one

of the casinos there. Or, you could sit in your home and try out some of the best casino games -

with a smart device and an internet connection to access bitcoin casino slots. Bitcoin slots online

are fun; you can now fund your account instantly with crypto as a payment method. Plus, it is a

secure method. That's not all. Many licensed and trustworthy bitcoin gaming sites also provide

various offers and bonuses.

 ORDB specialists have conducted research in which they have tested over 100 online gambling

sites that offer bitcoin slots online and listed down those that provide amazing bonuses, good

odds, and RTPs. Out of those, we have selected and listed down the best crypto casinos along

with the popular BTC slots they have.

�.  Cloudbet: Best Overall �

�.  Stake: Best for Medium-Volatility Bitcoin Slots Online �

�.  7-Bit Casino: Best for Diverse Bitcoin Casino Slots �

�.  Bitstarz: Best for Bonuses �

�.  RedDog: Best for Solo Online Bitcoin Slots Sessions �

�.  Shazam: Best for Boosts for Crypto Slots �� � 

�.  Yako Сasino: Best to Play a Jackpot Crypto Slot Machine �

�.  Super Slots: Best to Play Bitcoin Slots Casually 😌

Online Casinos with the Finest Games: Top Crypto Slots for Your
Gambling Session

1. Cloudbet: Best Overall �
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CloudBet was founded in 2013. With its blockchain technology, it gives gamblers unmatched

financial freedom and privacy. Since its launch, the website has accepted millions of bettors and,

till now, has maintained the position of the most reputable cryptocurrency gaming industry.

The Montenegro e-Gambling Commission and Curacao eGaming have given licenses to CloudBet.

The website provides fair virtual gambling, 500+ slots, and casino games. CloudBet also provides a

100% welcome bonus of up to 5 BTC to its users.

The best crypto slots of CloudBet are:

Book of Dead �

[Top 10 Biggest Slot Wins on Book of Dead]

Provider: Play'n Go

RTP: 96.21%

Volatility: High

Min bet: 0.01

Max bet: 100

Reels: 5

It is a 10-pay line bitcoin slot game that transports you to spooky Egypt, where gods like Anubis

wait for you. The game has 11 different symbols, including the Book of Dead symbol, which is a wild

card. You can line up the maximum of the high-value cards and can win 5000 times your bet.

Moon Princess ��

Provider: Play'n GO

RTP: 96.5%

Volatility: High

Max Win: x5000

Minimum bet: 0.20

Maximum bet: 100

It is a Japanese-themed slot game. You can activate one of the five bonus rounds by simply

spinning the reels and winning up to 5000 times your placed value. Keep in mind the more risk you
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take, the greater the rewards will be.

Reactoonz �

Provider: Play'n GO

RTP: 96.51%

Volatility: High

Minimum bet: 0.20

Maximum bet: 100

Reactoonz was founded in 2017 by Play'n Go. It offers a strong gaming experience overall. The

game has an RTP of 96.51% and a maximum win of x4570.

The bonus to use for a crypto slot machine: 100% Welcome Bonus of Up to 5 BTC!

2. Stake: Best for Medium-Volatility Bitcoin Slots Online �

Stake is a famous online crypto casino that was founded in 2017. Stake offers a wide selection of

bitcoin slot games, exciting bonuses, and other gambling options.

The other options are slots, betting shows, live deals, and more. Stake USA has been working to

maintain its solid image as a reliable and trustworthy gambling platform. Curacao licenses it. The

selection of games is extensive; slots alone have more than 800 variations. After registration, you

can get a 10% Rakeback using the code GET10BACKBONUS. For you, we have selected some

famous bitcoin slot machine games:

Gate of Olympus �

 MY RECORD �MAX WIN x5000 GATES of OLYMPUS SLOT - Biggest Wins HIGHLIGHTS

Provider: Pragmatic Play

RTP: 96.50%

Volatility: High

Minimum bet: 0.2

Maximum bet: 100

Free Spins: Yes
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You will meet the powerful god Zeus in the Gate of Olympus. The game has 6 reels and 5 rows.

Many magnificent symbols appear during the spins, consisting of precious stones in blue, yellow,

red, purple, and green. You can place a min bet of 0.2 and a maximum bet of 100. It has an RTP of

96.5% and is a high-volatility game.

Sugar Rush �

Provider: Pragmatic Play

RTP: 94.50%

Volatility: High

Minimum bet: 0.2

Maximum bet: 100

Free Spins: 10 to 30

It is a 7x7 slot game. The game has many symbols which burst and leave a marker when you win.

The multiplier also rises by +1x. You can get a maximum win of 5000 times your wager. It has a low

RTP, but you can play with a strong strategy to keep playing. Later, you can get a free spin bonus.

Dork Unit �

Provider: Hacksaw Gaming

RTP: 96.4%

Volatility: Medium

Minimum bet: 0.1

Maximum bet: 100

Reels: 5

The game is created by Hacksaw Gaming and has a very high RTP of 96.4 %. The goal of the game

is to assist Dork, the protagonist, in getting his daily intake of dorkiness. The game's layout is also

appealing.

A bonus for gamblers: 10% Rakeback Using Code 'GET10BACKBONUS' (do not forget the code!)

3. 7-Bit Casino: Best for Diverse Bitcoin Casino Slots �
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It is a Bitcoin casino that accepts all cryptocurrencies. 7 Bit casino brings an amazing casino

experience to you at home. You can play many games and bitcoin jackpot slots. You can convert

your BTC into cash without extra shenanigans. 7 Bit Casino also offers a demo play of each game

so that you can practice before crypto betting with real money. New users will get a 100%

welcome bonus and 100 free spins.

Popular online BTC slots of 7Bit Casino are:

Rags to Witches �

 Rags To Witches Big Win - Betsoft's New Slot 

Provider: Betsoft

RTP: 96.21%

Volatility: High

Minimum bet: 0.30

Maximum bet: 120

The game, Rags to Witches was created by the studio Betsoft. The game's artwork made it an

instant hit after its release in October 2022. You travel to a mystical woodland filled with bad

spirits. Rags to Witches has five reels and thirty pay lines. The slot also has many symbols that

perfectly match the theme.

Super Sweets �

Provider: Betsoft

RTP: 95.03%

Volatility: Average

Minimum bet: 0.1

Maximum bet: 10

Reels: 5

Super sweet is a five-reel and ten-pay lines bitcoin video slot. The adventure is as sweet as the

name suggests. The slot is loaded with candies and chocolates. It is also packed with action and

tasty victories.

Maneki 88 Gold �
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Provider: BGaming

RTP: 96.9%

Volatility: Medium

Minimum bet: 0.08

Maximum bet: 8

Maximum win: x2614

Maneki 88 Gold is a fantastic game that has made its way into the lobby of many best crypto

casinos. The game features first-rate visuals. It provides a fun gameplay experience and has the

potential for huge swings.

The bonus for new guests is 100% of Your Deposit + 100 FREE SPINS.

4. Bitstarz: Best for Bonuses �

Bitstarz was started by Dama N.V in 2014. Since then, it has undergone several phases and has

grown stronger. The bonuses provided to the gamers are reasonable. It is a fantastic casino

website with an attractive design. It is well known for its excellent customer service team. Bitstarz

also gives its new users a Welcome bonus: Double deposit + 180 free spins.

Wild Spin �

 #1xbet WILD Spin super slot #mostbet @MADAMINOFF TIME 

Provider: Platipus

RTP: 95%

Volatility: Medium

Minimum bet: 0.25

Maximum bet: 50

Maximum win: x1063

In august 2020, Wild Spin was released and became a well-liked game with excellent visuals. The

game provides a 95% return and a maximum win of X1603. The game is still enjoyable if no feature

is activated. Overall, Wild Spin offers a full gaming experience.

Count Jokula ��
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Provider: Play'n Go

RTP: 96.22%

Volatility: Medium

Maximum Win: x1500

Minimum bet: 0.05

Maximum bet: 100

Count Jokula was created by the renowned company Play'n Go in 2022. The slot has a scary theme.

The most expensive and wild symbol of Count Jokula is Count Dracula, which can substitute for all

other symbols.

Lucky Blue �

Provider: BGaming

RTP: 96.96%

Volatility: Medium

Minimum bet: 0.1

Maximum bet: 9

Lucky Blue was released in 2017 and was created by the renowned studio BGaming. Players love

this game for its stunning graphics and immersive gameplay. The game is of medium volatility, and

you can win 5000 times your bet if you play wisely.

The welcome perk: Double Deposit + 180 FREE SPINS.

5. RedDog: Best for Solo Online Bitcoin Slots Sessions �

Key Features

The Demo version is available.

The best crypto casino US if we focus on regions

No transaction fees.

Many payment options.

Welcome bonus available.
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More than 100 BTC slots.

Top picks

Penguin Power: 97.5% RTP

Cubee: 97.5% RTP

Cash Bandit 3: 96% RTP

Bonus: 225% up to €12250 

6. Shazam: Best for Boosts for Crypto Slots �� � 

Key Features

Great bonuses.

More than 50 free pins.

Many games are available with demo versions.

Amazing customer support.

The best games for gamblers

Witchy Wins: 96%RTP

Wild Hog Luau: 96.0%

Pulsar: 95%RTP

Bonus: 250% slot bonuses 

7. Yako Сasino: Best to Play a Jackpot Crypto Slot Machine �

Key features

Various exciting games.

Amazing offers and bonuses.

Mobile-friendly design.

Regular cashback.

Top gambling games
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Hot Chance: 95.17% RTP

Lucky Joker 20: 96% RTP

All Ways Fruit: 96.0% RTP

Bonus: Bonus up to €222/$333.

8. Super Slots: Best to Play Bitcoin Slots Casually 😌

Key Features

Welcome bonus of up to $ 6000

Android and iOS friendly.

More than 200 casino games.

Parent Company has more than 20 years of experience in the gaming industry.

Top bitcoin slot options

Hail Caesar: 94.26% RTP

Gold Bricks: 94.5% RTP

Hero Squad: 96.48%

Bonus: Welcome Bonus of 400% 

ORDB Methodology: Use It to Find BTC Casinos Independently �

You can use the ORDB methods to find a trustworthy casino. You may follow the following steps,

and for more information, you can also check their websites.

Gameplay Testing

Play various games (demo versions) on the websites. Check the desktop and mobile versions to

know on which device the game is more compatible. Focus on the game quality and the unique

features the game provides.

Provably Fair Gaming and RTP

Checking if the gaming is provably fair is another aspect of testing. You should also check the RTP

to choose the finest bitcoin slots casino where you can win with little risk.
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Customer Service Assessment

The most important step is to check whether the site can address user issues or not. Many top

ethereum gambling sites have a live chat feature and provide round-the-clock customer service.

FAQs �

How does a crypto casino work?

Crypto casinos are those where customers can choose to deposit or withdraw cryptocurrencies.

Many players fund the games they want to play using Bitcoins.

What are the benefits of online gambling?

Online casinos have numerous advantages over regular casinos. It also offers a larger selection of

gambling games, especially bitcoin casino slots. Compared to traditional casinos, depositing and

withdrawing money in online casinos is simpler.

Is online gambling safe?

Many online crypto casinos in the USA provide safe casino environments. However, there are many

unsafe and fraudulent casinos that you should stay away from. Choosing the right casino platform

makes the online gaming experience better.

Why are online casinos so popular?

Sure, you can travel to Las Vegas or to a city that has casinos near you. And even if there is a

casino in your city, online casinos are much more convenient. Plus, you get free spins, reload

bonuses, and rewards, increasing your chances of winning.

Conclusion

After thorough research, we selected the top casinos with their best bitcoin slots. After reading all

the benefits, you must have now chosen your favorite online casino. If not, then you can do your

research and find out your most suitable casino.

Disclaimer ���

Before entering the gambling world, remember that it can become very addictive. If you have

become addicted and need help, various resources are available. You can get professional

assistance if you want a diagnosis.

Many websites also provide assistance and help. If you suspect you are addicted to gambling, take

help from the following sites:
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 https://www.helpguide.org 

 http://www.gamblingtherapy.org 

 http://www.ncpgambling.org/ 
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